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A tribute to Irena Klepfisz 

by Chana Kronfeld  

Irena's poetry disturbs the facade of Anglo monolingualism by inserting Yiddish 

into the English text and using strategies of internal translation to expose the ways 

patriarchal cultures of war oppress their marginalized others. She credits her 

friendship with the bilingual lesbian political writer, Gloria Anzaldùa, with 

prompting her to experiment with Yiddish inserts in her English poems. Even 

when the poem’s subject matter is not overtly political, its bilingual form 

constitutes a resistance against the majoritarian monolingual forces. The Yiddish is 

snuck in as interlinear inserts or claims equal place in parallel columns or 

sequential stanzas with the English.  The coercive powers of Anglo 

monolingualism are depicted in a poem about the Yiddish poet and fiction writer 

Fradel Shtok, who eventually felt compelled to switch to English. The poem, 

written in Shtok’s voice, ends with her being seductively invited into the House of 

English.  

“A movement by the door.   They stand there/beckoning  mouths open and 

close:/Come in! Come in! I understood   it was/ a welcome.  A dank! A dank!/ I 

said  till I heard the lock/snap  / behind me.” The deceptively short distance 
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between the sounds of “heym” and “home,” and between “hoyz” and “house” 

disorients and unmoors the immigrant poet: “This time  you really/ don’t know  

where you are. // Land or sea the house floats before you.”  But this is not the 

nostalgic gaze back at the Old Home so common in Jewish American culture 

which holds on to Yiddish as the saccharine cipher of the good old days. Many 

poems are critical of such a facile embrace of Yiddishkayt, of the patriarchal social 

order in East European Jewish communities and its misogynist and homophobic 

stereotypes. The focus in these poems is on Yiddish as a deterritorialized, anti-

nationalist language, and its resistance to erasure even in the wake of the Nazi 

genocide which destroyed most of its speech community. For Shtok, as for 

Klepficz, the need to choose between Mame Loshn/Mother Tongue  and English 

endangers life itself, even as the English home sounds so much like the Yiddish:  

“The shift  in vowel  was the ocean/in which I drowned.” Giving up 

multilingualism endangers life itself. Another poem, “’67 Remembered,” depicts 

Khane, to whom the poem is dedicated, spending her childhood with her parents in 

Siberia, fleeing from the Germans. During the war years, multilingualism was for 

Khane a matter of life and death: “You learned Russian in the street/spoke Yiddish 

at home  wrote Polish/in the segregated schools.  You were/a linguist at eight  

ready to master/even more tongues  for the sake of survival.” But that same Khane 

grew up to forget those experiences, and, now living in Jerusalem, fails to see the 
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analogies between the fear and dispossession experienced by her Palestinian 

neighbors under Israeli occupation, her present condition of being trapped in an 

abusive marriage from which the rabbinic courts won’t release her, and her own 

childhood experiences of a refugee’s terror and displacement.  

But it always starts with language for Irena. This is the case even with what 

is considered her most politically radical poem, the bilingual “Der Soyne/ The 

Enemy: An Interview in Gaza.” The poem is a monologue by a Palestinian boy 

shouting “Heil Hitler” and throwing stones at the Israeli soldiers who shot and 

maimed his friend.  This poem, which caused a great deal of controversy when it 

was first published, uses child-like clipped sentences in the present tense, as Zoe 

Weiman Kelman has shown, with the 12 line English poem followed by the same 

12 line poem in Yiddish. But the translation is not just between the English and 

Yiddish on the page but also, and more significantly, between them and the 

shadow text in the unmentioned Arabic. Irena describes writing the poem in terms 

that emphasize the politics of language choice. It was, she writes, an experiment 

"to see how a language associated with Jewish powerlessness sounded in the 

mouth of someone who was oppressed by Jewish power." Yet the implicit analogy 

between diasporic Yiddish and Palestinian Arabic is one which many Jews today 

prefer to ignore.  
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This poem is followed in the book by a more recent three-part poem, “In 

Memory of Razan al-Najjar,” a 21-year old nurse killed on the Gaza border during 

the 2018 confrontations between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian protesters against 

the siege on Gaza. Here, as in many other poems, translation from Hebrew and 

Yiddish is not marked by explicit insertions but by English renditions of citations 

and rhetorical strategies that invoke the Jewish textual tradition. In poem II in the 

series, Irena riffs on the famous dictum “If we save one life/we save the world” 

and extends it to its inverse: “if we destroy one life/we destroy the world.” 

Invoking the Talmudic principle, echoed in the Quran, she develops the citation 

into a parodic rabbinic argumentation, exploring the possible logical entailments, 

which expose the incongruities between this basic ethical principle and the 

contemporary culture of war: “Is the world destroyed/because Razan al-Najjar/ was 

shot  accidentally// or is the world better off/with this 21 year old dead// if 

destroyed/are we destroyed with it [the world]/with her [Razan al-Najjar] 

And we are left with these open questions.  

Power to you, Irena tayerinke, for always daring to ask these questions, with 

the redoubled power of your bilingual verbal art.  


